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Advanced Universal Harmonic Filter (AUHF)

Features

18-Pulse 
Performance
from standard
6-Pulse Variable 
Speed Drives

Up to 3% more 
energy efficient 
than 18-Pulse
solutions

Will meet 
IEEE 519 standard 
for both current 
and voltage 
distortion

The evolution of  microproccessor based power 

electronic Variable Speed Drives (VSD) has progressed 

very rapidly over the past 20 years. With this growth has 

come concern over the level of  current harmonics 

generated by these nonlinear loads. Harmonic currents 

increase losses, overheat electrical equipment and 

interact with the distribution system impedances 

causing voltage distortion which can have a detrimental 

effect on all equipment connected to the system.

Present methods of  harmonic treatment (line reactors, 

multipulse systems, tuned or broadband passive filters, 

active filters and active-front-end drives) are often very 

large, unreliable, moderately effective, inefficient or too 

expensive.

The WAVEFORMS Harmonic Terminator is a 

revolutionary advance in the area of  passive harmonic 

mitigation. No other device on the market can meet the 

stringent limits of  IEEE Std 519 at an equivalent 

efficiency, size and cost.

When your application calls for a truly cost effective 

harmonic solution, the WAVEFORMS AUHF is the 

logical choice. It provides Engineers with a standard off-

the-shelf  solution for what used to be a very challenging 

engineering problem.

Wide Spectrum Harmonic Filter treats all major 
harmonics generated by VSD’s and other 3-phase 
rectifier loads

Saves energy by reducing upstream harmonic losses 
while operating at >99% efficiency

Guaranteed to meet IEEE Std 519 for both current and 
voltage distortion at the input terminals of the 
WAVEFORMS Harmonic Terminator

Total Demand Distortion (TDD) of the current at the 
WAVEFORMS Harmonic Terminator input terminals will 
not exceed the limits as defined in Table 10.3 of IEEE Std 
519

Compatible with engine driven generators thanks to the 
extremely low capacitive reactance, even at no load

Low capacitive reactance also eliminates the need for 
capacitor switching contactors (contactors are available 
upon request)

Power factor 0.95 leading to 0.98 lagging over the 
normal operating range (40 to 100% load)

Will not resonate with other power system components 
or attract line side harmonics

Suppresses overvoltages caused by commutation 
notching, capacitor switching and other fast changing 
loads

Removal of harmonics improves overallsystem power 
factor

Suitable for application on multiple VSD’s provided only 
VSD’s are connected

Reduces conducted RF interference generated by VSD

Models available for AC Drives and DC Drives or other 
controlled rectifiers



The WAVEFORMS Harmonic Terminator is a purely passive device 

consisting of a revolutionary new inductor combined with a relatively small 
capacitor bank. It's innovative design achieves reduction of all the major 
harmonic currents generated by VSD's and other similar 3-phase, 6-pulse
rectifier loads. The resulting ITHD is reduced to <8% and often as low as
5%. Although referred to as a filter, the WAVEFORMS Harmonic 

Terminator exhibits none of the problems that plague conventional
filters.

Harmonic Distortion Reduction

The filtering effectiveness of a trap filter is dependent upon the amount
of harmonics present at untuned frequencies as well as the residual at the 
tuned frequency. To obtain performance better than 15% ITHD, multiple 
tuned branches are often required. Other broadband filters require 
relatively large capacitor banks (2 to 3 times more than WAVEFORMS) to 
achieve reasonable performance.

Harmonics from other sources

As a parallel connected device, the conventional trap filter has no 
directional properties. It therefore, can easily be overloaded by attracting 
harmonics from upstream non-linear loads. The WAVEFORMS 

Harmonic Terminator, on the other hand, will present a high impedance 
to line side harmonics eliminating the possibility of inadvertent importation 
andoverloading.

System Resonance

At frequencies below its tuned frequency, a conventional filter will appear 

capacitive. This capacitance has the potential of  resonating with the power 

systems natural inductance. When a filter is tuned to a higher order 

harmonic, such as the 11th, it could easily resonate at a lower harmonic 

frequency, such as the 5th or 7th. The natural resonance frequency of  the 

WAVEFORMS Harmonic Terminator is below that of  any predominant 

harmonic, therefore inadvertent resonance is avoided.

Capacitive Reactance and Leading Power Factor

The large capacitor banks in trap filters and competing broadband filters 

present a high capacitive reactance to the system, especially under light 

loads. On weak power systems, this can raise voltages or cause excitation 

control problems in generator applications. To address this, some filter 

manufacturers offer mechanisms for switching out the capacitors under 

light loads, increasing cost and complexity. This is not necessary for the 

WAVEFORMS Harmonic Terminator because even under no load 

conditions, it’s capacitive reactance (kVAR) remains below 15% of  its kVA 

rating. This ensures compatibility with engine generators, without the need 

to switch out capacitors.

Apply WAVEFORMS Harmonic
Terminator anywhere in
Variable Speed Drives and
6-Pulse Rectifiers are used

Advantages of the WAVEFORMS Harmonic
Terminator over other Passive Filters
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The POWER you CAN trust

New No.11/6, Muthial Street, Little Mount,
Saidapet, Chennai - 600 015. 
Phone : 044 - 2235 2402.
E-mail:waveformspower@gmail.com.
Web:www.waveforms.co.in

Unique Advantages :

— Frees up system capacity by restoring VSD to near unity 
power factor

— The most energy efficient harmonic solution for VSD`s

— Low capacitive reactance ensures generator compatibility

— Meets harmonic limits for both land and marine VSD 
applications

General Specificatioonns:General Specifications:

HP / kW RATING:

 Available for motor/drive system
 sizes up to 250HP / 200kW

VOLTAGE:

 Standard voltages
 up to 690V, 3-phase

FREQUENCY:

 50 or 60Hz

OVERLOAD CAPABILITY:

 Suitable for overload of 150% for
 60 seconds every 10 minutes

HARMONICS TREATED:
 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, ...

K-FACTOR SUITABILITY:

 Up to 20

INPUT K-FACTOR:

 Reduced to <1.5

INPUT CURRENT DISTORTION:

 <8% at full load

NO LOAD CAPACITIVE
REACTANCE (kVAR) LEVELS:

 5 to 75HP 15 to 20%
 100 to 200HP   10 to 15%

EFFICIENCY:
 >98%

VENTILATION:
 Convection air cooled
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